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By Jack Ryan
FOR RELEASE SUNDAY, MARCH 8
If you happen to tangle with a cougar and discover that the big cat has a metal
I identification tag clipped to its ear, please get in touch with Maurice Hornocker,
1 Dr. John J. Craighead or Dr. E. W. Pfeiffer at Montana State University.
The three have been working on a project to tag mountain lions this season. Now
you don't just walk up to one of the cats and hook a tag on it. In fact, it takes 
quite some doing. They head out with Floyd Partney or Bill Ziler, of the Florence
area, or some other cat hunter, and a pack of dogs. If they happen to flush a cat, 
the dogs tree the critter, and then Hornocker goes to work with a CO^ rifle that fires 
.a so-called projectile syringe. The syringe is loaded with an immobilizer, such as 
the Montana Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit has used on grizzly bears, or other 
tranquilizers that they have been experimenting with.
In from two to five minutes, the big cat is peacefully asleep and it is then 
safe to lower the critter out of the tree. Hornocker measures and weighs the cougar, 
puts on that metal ear tag, and then they get out of there before kitty has a chance 
to wake up and show resentment.
So far this season, they have tagged and released eight cats, and probably will 
handle more. The object: find out whether or not further studies of mountain lions
are justified. The initial research was made possible by a $1,000 grant last fall 
from the American Museum of Natural History. The fund is administered by Dr.
Craighead, leader of the Wildlife Unit, and Dr. Pfeiffer, associate professor of 
zoology.
If they decide that the study is worthwhile, Hornocker has a considerable program 
/worked out. Nobody really knows much about mountain lion history. How far do they 
range? What are their seasonal movements? How often and at what age do they breed? 
What are their food habits and life span? How dense is the cat population?
The answers are not going to be easy to find, Hornocker says, because the cougar 
is secretive and tough to catch. That's why he relies on professional lion hunters.
